Optional Subjects Through 400+ Questions
Program (OP-400+)
A Program to cover Optional Syllabus through 400+ questions
About the Program:

This program aims to cover the entire syllabus of Optional Subjects (both
paper-1 & 2) through 400+ questions. The questions will be discussed in the
classroom to help you understand the related concepts and the demand of
the questions.

How this Program is different from the regular Optional classes &
Test Series:

This program is unique as in regular optional classes you will attend only the
classes, whereas, in Test Series, you will be answering mock tests. However,
this program is an amalgamation of both where you will be discussing every
concept and theory of Optional subjects in the classes along with writing
mock tests which have been framed keeping in mind the current trend of
UPSC.

Why should you join this program?
This program is important for you as it will help you to understand all the
concepts of Optional subjects in a very short period that too with answer
writing practice.

Who can take this Program?
This program is for both, the freshers as well as the UPSC aspirants who have
completed their optional classes as it will be providing concept building
classes as well as the answer writing practice along with detailed discussions.

Plan & Duration of the program:
Under this program daily, 2 hours of classes will be provided in which 5
questions will be discussed. This will go on for up to 50 days.

Fee Structure:
INR 18000/- only (including all taxes)
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Optional Subjects Through 400+ Questions
Program (OP-400+)
Optional Subjects Experts

VIVEK RAJ

POLITY & GOVERNANCE,
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EXPERIENCE - 7+ YEARS

PARAS

POLITY & INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS,PSIR OPTIONAL
EXPERIENCE - 6+ YEARS

info@vimarshaias.com
VIMARSHA.IAS.5

C VIMARSHAIAS

MANISH SHOKEEN
PSYCHOLOGY
OPTIONAL
EXPERIENCE - 10+ YEARS

KRISHNA

ANTHROPOLOGY
OPTIONAL
EXPERIENCE - 20+ YEARS

www.vimarshaias.com
VIMARSHA_IAS

VIMARSHAIAS

8076260676
VIMARSHA IAS 27B699227

PROFILE VIMARSHA IAS

